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AJW and Aero Contractors sign agreement for
restructuring and upgrading MRO services

AAR launches new supply
chain hub in Shanghai, China

A

A

JW Group, a world leading specialist
in the supply, exchange, repair and
lease of commercial aircraft spare parts,
has signed an agreement with Aero
Contractors, the Nigerian-based airline,
to support in the restructuring and upgrading of their MRO support services.
AJW Group will be supporting Aero
Contractors with the upgrade of its MRO
services to C check capabilities for Boeing 737 Classic aircraft – 300,400 & 500.
Besides their own fleet, Aero Contractors
will be able to extend these services to
third party operators both in-country
and within region.
Additionally, AJW Group will also be
focusing on the management of Aero Contractors’ assets to deliver an efficient return
on investment, disposal of Aero Contractors’ PW150 engines and to offer support
with engine shop visit management.
AJW Capital, the Group’s principal
investing division responsible for
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the purchase, sale and lease of large
aviation-related capital assets, will assist
the acquisition of two new Bombardier
Q400 aircraft for Aero Contractors.
Christopher Whiteside, President and
CEO of AJW Group, said, “Our focus on
quality is instilled in everything we
do, and our decision to work with Aero
Contractors is testament to that.
“AJW Group is highly regarded for its
expertise and excellence across a broad
range of MRO services, including repairs
and inventory management and we look
forward to working in partnership with
Aero Contractors going forward.”
Ado Sanusi, CEO of Aero Contractors,
commented, “We are very excited to
work with AJW Group on this project
and feel that it will have a marked effect
on our operations going forward. Having
been in the business for 58 years, I am
confident we have found the right partner to work with.

AR an independent provider of
aviation services to airlines, original equipment manufacturers (OEMs)
and MROs based in Wood Dale, Illinois
has opened a parts warehouse in
Shanghai, China. The new supply chain
hub was established to accelerate the
delivery of key aircraft components to
operators and MROs in China.
Eric Young, senior vice president
of AAR OEM Aftermarket Solutions,
said, “China is forecast to be the
fastest growing aviation market in
the world. As a result, serving and
capturing aftermarket opportunities
in the Chinese market is of the highest priority for our commercial OEM
partners. This new Shanghai warehouse will enhance the service we
provide customers in China and, in
turn, improve our ability to execute
China growth strategies jointly developed with our OEM partners.”
AAR’s Shanghai warehouse will
stock factory-new airframe and
engine components from OEMs including Eaton, Unison, UTAS, Meggitt
and Lord, fulfilling the requirements
of just about every type of aircraft
operating in China. This new facility
in China follows the latest opening
of AAR’s Dubai warehouse. These
two new additions to the Company’s
worldwide supply-chain network are
a reflection of AAR’s focus on serving
OEM partners’ aftermarket needs and
objectives.
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Delta Air Lines takes delivery of first flagship
Airbus A350-900

D

elta Air Lines became the first
airline in North America to operate
the Airbus A350, continuing its constant
effort to transform the travel experience
and deliver ground-breaking products
and services for customers.
The 306-seat A350-900 redefines the
international onboard experience with
the award-winning Delta One suite and
Delta Premium Select cabin. It’s also the
first long-haul aircraft to feature next
generation 2Ku internet connectivity,
and will fly mainly on routes across the
Pacific, initially to Tokyo-Narita, Seoul
and Beijing.
“The Airbus A350 sets a new standard
of flying experience for our customers,
representing years of product innovation as Delta continues to transform into
a leading global carrier,” said Ed Bastian,
Delta’s CEO. “Our new flagship A350 fits
well in Delta’s long-haul network, combining an exceptional customer experience with strong operating economics
and fuel-efficiency as we retire older,
less-efficient aircraft.”
The 32 redesigned Delta One suites will
provide customers a private, individual
experience, with a full-height door at
every suite for superior privacy and
comfort. Every suite provides a full
flat-bed seat with direct aisle access as
well as more personal stowage and large
in-flight entertainment screens.
In the all-new Delta Premium Select
cabin, customers will enjoy more personal space with up to 38 inches of
pitch, up to 19 inches of width and up
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to seven inches of recline along with
an adjustable leg rest and headrest.
Throughout the aircraft, customers will find free seatback in-flight
entertainment on high definition
screens, in-seat power ports at every
row, high capacity overhead bins,
and next generation 2Ku internet
connectivity.
Customers flying on the A350 will also
benefit from larger windows and optimised cabin pressure, temperature and
humidity to feel more rejuvenated after
a long haul flight.
These improvements are part of the
airline’s multi-billion dollar investment
in the customer experience that includes
a cabin modernization programme
featuring new seats, seatback entertainment systems with free entertainment,
high-capacity overhead bins, access to
Wi-Fi on nearly all flights, free Main
Cabin meals on select flights, upgraded
free Main Cabin snacks, chef-curated
meals in Delta One, a seasonal wine programme, an Alessi-designed collection
of serviceware in Delta One and First
Class, and more.
The long-range Airbus A350 will continue Delta’s optimisation of its Pacific
network, operating mostly on longrange routes between the U.S. and Asia.
With a lightweight airframe, and fuelefficient Rolls Royce Trent XWB engines,
the jets are expected to produce a 20
percent enhancement in operating cost
per seat compared to the Boeing 747-400
aircraft they will replace.

Lufthansa Technik develop
guidance system for
automated application

L

ufthansa Technik AG, a provider of
maintenance, repair and overhaul
(MRO) services and its partners has
succeeded in developing a guidance
system for the automated application of multifunctional surface
structures. This will make it possible
in the future to coat large surfaces of
an aircraft with a low-drag sharkskin
structure. For now, the structure will
be applied to the upper side of the
wings and the upper and lower sides
of the horizontal stabiliser only. Other
application surfaces, especially on
the fuselage, are expected to follow.
Earlier research conducted by
Lufthansa Technik already confirmed
the long durability and high benefit of this type of structure. In the
process, the company was able to develop new coatings and demonstrate
the stability of the riblet or sharkskin
structure under real flight conditions.
As a result of the “FAMOS” research
project, the structure can now be applied involuntarily with the help of a
guidance system.
For this purpose, the coating is first
applied to a UV-transparent mold
(matrix) comprising the negative
of the riblets’ shape. The negative
mold is pressed into the fresh coating, which is concurrently hardened
through UV light. When the negative
mold is removed, the positive of the
sharkskin remains on the surface.
The matrix can also take the form
of an endless belt, thus making an
automated process possible.
“Our research has shown that we
can reduce drag by five to eight percent despite a small amount of wear
of the microstructures. This means airline operators would not only benefit
from fuel savings of around one and a
half percent, but would also be able to
reduce the exhaust emissions of their
fleets by a corresponding amount,”
said project manager Mathias Nolte.
If the process of industrialisation
and transition into production begins
in the coming months, the automated coating of aircraft with dragreducing sharkskin could become
reality as early as 2019.
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Indian government grants approval for the construction of
Dhirubhai Ambani Aerospace Park at Nagpur, Maharashtra

T

he Reliance Aerostructure application for the development of the Dhirubhai Ambani Aerospace Park at Mihan
SEZ (Nagpur) has won approval from
the Board of Approval (BoA) for special
economic zone (SEZ) under the Ministry
of Commerce, an official statement said.
“With the BoA nod, the Dhirubhai Ambani Aerospace Park (DAAP) at Mihan,
spread over 289 acres, will become the
largest greenfield aerospace park in the
country. In the first phase, development
will be spread over 104 acres and the
second phase will cover an additional
area of 185 acres,” the statement said.
Business at the aerospace park is anticipated to exceed Rs 200,000 crore over
the next 30 years, the company said.
“The aerospace park will also be home
to the Dassault Reliance Aerospace
Limited joint venture, which is presently

creating the state-of-the-art integrated
eco structure to execute the Rs 30,000
crore offset program linked to the sale of
36 Rafale Fighter Jets.”
The construction at the aerospace park
is expected to start by end of the month
with production starting in the first
quarter of 2018, the statement said.
The aerospace park with a proposed
investment by Reliance of Rs 6,500
crore is expected to produce more than
10,000 skilled jobs, promoting ‘Make in
India’ and ‘Skill India’ initiatives of the

government, as reported by an Indian
newspaper.
Dassault Reliance JV has already
selected more than 200 vendors, mostly
small and medium size enterprise to be
part of the supply chain at DAAP.
Apart from the Dassault Reliance offset
facility, the park will also be home to
proposed facilities with Thales, DAHER
and Strata amongst others.
The proposed projects in the first phase
include production of aircraft, electronic
warfare systems, radars, unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs), maintenance repair and overhaul (MRO) for commercial
aircraft and total eco-system of tiered
suppliers to support these large projects.
Reliance will co-develop DAAP with the
Maharashtra Airport Development Company (MADC) which is the nodal agency
for developing the Mihan SEZ.

GST effect on aircraft engines, nearly half of IndiGo A-320
Neo fleet grounded

A

lmost half the fleet of IndiGo ‘s Airbus
A-320 new engine option (Neo) is
grounded due to problem with the Pratt
& Whitney (PW) engines used on these
planes.
IndiGo at present has 22 A-320 Neos
and nine of them are reportedly
grounded due to engine issues. The
implementation of GST from July 1 led
to some confusion over the import of replacement engines which further added
to the problem, as reported by TOI.
In India, IndiGo and GoAir use the com-
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bination of PW engines on A-320 Neos.
Due to regular trouble with these engines,
the US engine manufacturer was replacing and/or rectifying them. “PW is facing
this issue on the A-320 Neos globally.
Due to this, it is unable to supply replacement engines at the required pace. Also,
there are some changes in the modifications that were being carried out on the
replacement engines. So, the result is that
the airlines using the A-320 Neo with PW
engines are suffering,” said a source.
IndiGo spokesman Ajay Jasra said, “...

we continue to face operational issues
with the Neo engine.... While this has
caused operational disruptions, both PW
and Airbus are working to address the
issues. In the meantime, we continue to
receive the necessary operational and
technical support including the provision of spare engines to help mitigate
the operational impact on us.”
“We also faced some issues this month
in getting some engines cleared at the
customs post the implementation of
GST. However, the government has
cleared the confusion and has come out
with a notification stating that leased
aircraft and engines are exempt from
custom duty so we are hopeful that this
problem is behind us now,” Jasra added.
IndiGo has a total fleet of close to 140
Airbus A-320s, of which 22 are Neos.
The engine trouble is being faced by
the Pratt & Whitney -powered Neos. A
unit of United Technologies Corp, P&W’s
A-320 Neo engines have been plagued
with issues like slow engine startup
times and erroneous engine software
messages in the new engine.
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Vector Aerospace completes
P&WC PT6A-140 engine
overhaul at South African
facility

Air Seychelles introduces SITA’s state-ofthe-art passenger handling technology at
Seychelles International Airport

V

ir Seychelles, the national airline
of the Republic of Seychelles, with
its head office located at Seychelles
International Airport on the island of
Mahé, will be launching SITA’s stateof-the-art common-use passenger processing systems (CUPPS) at Seychelles
International Airport. This investment
offers better flexibility for international
airlines operating from the airport by
allowing them to share common-use
terminal equipment for check-in and
boarding.
The airline which offers groundhandling services to airlines operating from Seychelles International
Airport is presently upgrading its
technology to guarantee a smooth
travel experience every step of the
way. The upgrade is being carried out
in collaboration with the Seychelles
Civil Aviation Authority and SITA.
The new systems will optimise the
use of terminal facilities, speed up
the flow of passengers and enhance
service levels for all international
travellers flying from Seychelles
International Airport.
Roy Kinnear, chief executive officer
of Air Seychelles, said, “The new common-use terminal equipment will
enable Air Seychelles to connect to
various Departure Control Systems
used by other airlines operating to
Seychelles, providing more flexibility
to our ground handling operations.
“Even more importantly, it will

ector Aerospace, a global provider
of aviation maintenance, repair
and overhaul (MRO) services, has successfully completed its first full engine
overhaul on the Pratt & Whitney
Canada (P&WC) PT6A-140 turboprop
engine at its facility in South Africa.
The PT6A-140 engine powers the
Cessna 208B Grand Caravan EX, and is
also provided as an upgrade for earlier
models of the 208 Caravan family.
Vector Aerospaces’ South African
facility, located at the Lanseria International Airport, Johannesburg, was
appointed a Designated Overhaul
Facility (DOF) for the PT6A-140 engine
in July 2014, and is presently the only
independent DOF for this engine
model. This location is also a P&WC
Distributor and Designated Overhaul
Facility (DDOF) for other models in
the PT6A engine family, including the
PT6A-114/114A variants used on previous versions of the Caravan.
“This overhaul represents the second
major milestone for the South African
facility in less than a year,” says Jeff
Poirier, President of Vector’s Engine
Services - Atlantic division, “the facility having successfully completed its
first full engine test on the PT6A-140
turboprop last June. These achievements are proof-positive that our
entire South African team has the
expertise to execute to the highest
quality and technical standards.”
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enable us to streamline the checkin and boarding process for all the
international travelers that are
handled at Seychelles International
Airport, making sure they have a
smooth experience. This development from SITA follows the long list
of innovative technological solutions
which we have implemented to ensure an improved guest experience.”
Gilbert Faure, chief executive
officer of the Seychelles Civil Aviation Authority, said, “Introducing
cutting-edge CUPPS infrastructure
at Seychelles International Airport
puts us on par with some of the most
modern airports in the world. Having
a standardized system for handling
passengers will improve the airport
experience for all international travelers, irrespective of the airline they
are flying with, which is a fantastic
achievement. We have developed a
strong relationship with both Air
Seychelles and SITA and are pleased
to have worked together to install
this new technology.”
Maneesh Jaikrishna, vice president
Indian Subcontinent, Eastern &
Southern Africa said, “Our commonuse systems bring new efficiencies
to Seychelles International Airport
for both Air Seychelles and other
operators. This in turn will have
a dramatic impact on passengers
who will benefit from a smooth and
seamless travel experience.”
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CAAS, ST Electronics and GomSpace collaborate to explore the
application and deployment of space-based VHF communications
for air traffic management

(From left to right) Mr Tang Kum Chuen, President of Satellite Systems Business, ST Electronics, Mr Kevin Shum, Director-General of the Civil
Aviation Authority of Singapore (CAAS), and Mr Niels Buus, Chief Executive Officer of GomSpace, sign a Memorandum of Understanding to
explore the application and deployment of Very High Frequency (VHF) communications for air traffic management in and around the Singapore
Flight Information Region.

T

he Civil Aviation Authority of
Singapore (CAAS), Singapore
Technologies Electronics Limited (ST
Electronics) and GomSpace has signed
a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) to explore the application and
deployment of space-based Very High
Frequency (VHF) communications for
air traffic management (ATM) in and
around the Singapore Flight Information Region (FIR) during the World Civil
Aviation Chief Executives Programme
(WCACEF) held at the Singapore Aviation Academy. The MOU was signed by
Kevin Shum, Director-General of CAAS,
Tang Kum Chuen, President of Satellite
Systems Business, ST Electronics, and
Niels Buus, CEO of GomSpace.
Space-based VHF communications corresponds to the next level of
communications capability, and will
balance Singapore’s present groundbased equipment. It is a concept where
VHF communications equipment
are mounted onto a constellation of
low-earth-orbit satellites to allow
clear, cost-effective and real-time
communication between air traffic
controllers and pilots anywhere. The
technology will enhance safety and
enable the safe reduction in separation
between aircraft in airspace where
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ground- based VHF communications
is presently not available, increasing
ATM capacity and reducing delays for
aircraft in turn.
This collaboration brings together
strong complementary capabilities.
CAAS has decades of experience managing air traffic flows. ST Electronics
has more than 45 years of experience
in the design, development and integration of advanced electronics and
communications systems including
real-time mission critical command
and control, air traffic management
and simulation systems. GomSpace
is a leading designer, integrator and
manufacturer of high-end nanosatellites for customers in the academic,
government and commercial markets.
“CAAS is committed to continually
investing in cutting edge and innovative
solutions to ensure that we can safely
support the growing air traffic in the
region. With this collaboration, Singapore
will be the first country in the world to
move towards space- based VHF communications. This technology will enable
CAAS to improve traffic throughput
in the Singapore FIR, while enhancing
safety and efficiency of ATM,” said Shum.
“This MOU marks a significant step in
exploring the application of space-based

technology to enable smart air traffic
operations. We are delighted to partner
CAAS and GomSpace on this exciting
endeavour. We will leverage our extensive domain knowledge and in-depth
engineering capabilities in satellite and
communications system design, as well
as complex system integration knowhow to research into the development of
the spaced-based VHF communications
system. ST Electronics is committed to
the continued development of innovative and smart technology to enhance
ATM and equip air traffic controllers
with state-of-the-art communication
service for safer and more efficient flight
operations,” said Tang.
“We are very happy to partner with
ST Electronics and CAAS to develop
a new innovative high value service
based on our unique capabilities to
deliver professional nanosatellite
solutions for radio applications. The
activities under this MOU is a natural
continuation of our pioneering work in
space-based ATM as we first demonstrated in 2013 and will bring about
significant new opportunities for
Air Navigation Service Providers and
airlines to increase safety and ATM
capacity while reducing operations
costs,” said Buus.
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DHL Supply Chain to manage and handle aircraft service parts logistics for
Cathay Pacific’s mainline fleet in Hong Kong

D

HL Supply Chain, headquartered
in Bonn, Germany has started
management of all aircraft
maintenance, repair and overhaul
logistics activities for Cathay Pacific and
Cathay Dragon in the airlines’ home
base at Hong Kong International Airport
(HKIA), part of a 10-year agreement
signed earlier this year.
The agreement will see DHL Supply
Chain take overall responsibility for
the storage, warehousing and domestic transportation of 80,000 specific
aviation part types, components and
equipment used to maintain Cathay
Pacific and Cathay Dragon’s combined
fleet of 180 aircraft to the highest safety
and operational standards. DHL Supply
Chain will also work with incumbent
aircraft maintenance provider HAECO
to offer further services including parts
inspection and airside operations.
Cathay Pacific Director, Engineering,
Neil Glenn, said, “Operational efficiency
and quality are imperative to Cathay
Pacific. Aircraft maintenance and repairs
require constant precision and care,
which is supported by the efficient storage, handling and on-demand provisioning of vast numbers of spare parts.”
“As such, we are delighted to have engaged DHL Supply Chain as our logistics
partner. DHL has an excellent reputation and is tasked to perform safe and
efficient supply chain management and
handling in extremely complex environments, which adheres to Cathay Pacific’s
rigorous compliance requirements and
operational standards.”
“The arrangement that we now have in

place allows all three parties to concentrate on their specific core capabilities,
namely: airline management (Cathay
Pacific), aircraft maintenance (HAECO)
and now, DHL will be responsible for the
maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO)
supply chain management,” added
Glenn.
A team of 120 trained DHL Supply
Chain specialists work on a 24x7x365
basis, managing more than 90,000
sq.ft. of warehousing space, processing
one million unit of spares transaction
per annum, round-the-clock transport
delivery, and reporting and governance
procedures. Operations started after
approval was obtained from the Hong
Kong Civil Aviation Department and
nearly four months of severe onboarding and training involving DHL Supply

Chain, Cathay Pacific and HAECO.
DHL Supply Chain will begin introducing process improvements and implement new supply chain systems within
the initial phase of the contract.
“DHL Supply Chain has invested
heavily in building up its capabilities to
service the aviation industry’s exacting safety and compliance needs. With
Hong Kong taking the lead, we are looking at extending this capability in the
Greater China region, particularly mainland China and Taiwan,” said Yin Zou,
CEO, DHL Supply Chain Greater China.
“This new contract is a significant addition to our aviation maintenance, repair,
and overhaul capability and contracts
for DHL Supply Chain and will only encourage us to deepen our commitment
to airlines looking to streamline and
strengthen the logistics processes that
keep their fleets and returns aloft.”
“This new deal makes Cathay Pacific
both the top customer for DHL Supply
Chain in Hong Kong, as well as a global
pioneer in adopting third-party logistics
for aviation maintenance, repair and
overhaul,” said Jez McQueen, Managing
Director, DHL Supply Chain Hong Kong
and Macau. “We are extremely honored
that one of the world’s most respected
airlines has turned to us to manage this
critical part of the supply chain that
ensures the safety of thousands of lives
every day. The airline and MRO world is
rapidly changing, which means that the
supply chain now has a very important
role to help organizations meet both
their customer promises as well as the
financial returns that investors require.”

A350-900 aircraft to be displayed at the MAKS air show, Russia, MSN002

T

he Airbus A350-900, will be
displayed at the international
aviation and space salon MAKS in Russia
held from 18 to 23 July. The A350-900
flight test aircraft, MSN002, will take
part in flying displays and be on static
for cabin visits on 18 and 19 July.
MSN002 features a unique carbon fiber
livery demonstrating the use of more
than 50 percent superior composite
technology on the world’s most-modern
widebody jetliner. The aircraft is one
of the two used to test all cabin related
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topics and was part of the certification
campaign in 2014. At present, MSN002
continues to be used for flight testing.
“We are very proud to present again
the A350-900 to the Russian public.
This aircraft was designed with the involvement of our engineering centre in
Moscow, while VSMPO-Avisma Corporation is one of our important suppliers for the programme,” commented
Christopher Buckley, Airbus executive
vice president, Europe, Africa and AsiaPacific.
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First PC-24 series aircraft married and standing on
own “legs”

F

inal assembly work on first PC-24
customer aircraft is proceeding at a
speedy pace. The fuselage and wings of
the first series-built PC-24 were joined
together at the head office site. Series
production is being accelerated continuously to make sure that prompt deliveries of first customer aircraft can go
ahead right away after certification.
This operation, referred to as a “marriage”, requires the utmost degree of
concentration from the Pilatus builders. The process of attaching the wings
to the fuselage demands accuracy to

within a hundredth of a millimeter.
The connection has to be solid enough
to last for a “business jet lifetime”. This
exceptionally important stage sees our
technicians join the 16.8 metre fuselage
to the wings, spanning 17 metres. The
“marriage” is followed by the cabin
installation and commissioning and
testing of the aircraft systems.
George Antoniadis, President and CEO
of PlaneSense commented, “We are
excited to witness the fuselage-wing
mating of the first production PC-24. We
are proud to see the PC-24 sporting the

GAMECO named as new passenger-to-freighter
aircraft conversion provider by PEMCO

P

EMCO World Air Services (PEMCO),
an Airborne Maintenance and Engineering Services (AMES) company has
selected China-based MRO Guangzhou
Aircraft Maintenance Engineering Co.,
Ltd. (GAMECO) to carry out B737-700,
-400 and -300 passenger-to-freighter
conversions in the Asia-Pacific region.
The agreement follows the launch of
PEMCO’s B737-700 FlexCombiTM and
Full-Freighter conversion programmes
announced April 25, 2017.
“With the continued success of
PEMCO’s B737-300 and -400 conversion
programs and the launch of the -700
programmes, it’s imperative that we
expand capacity to meet customer demand,” said PEMCO Director of Conversion Programmes Mike Andrews. “This
new partnership will benefit our conver-
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sion customers and is another example
of PEMCO’s truly global reach.”
GAMECO general manager Norbert
Marx commented, “PEMCO is a key player
in the conversion market, especially in
the Asian-Pacific region, and GAMECO
is one of the leading MROs in China. We
bring a huge capacity, vast structural
experiences and broad capabilities into
this partnership. Together we will deliver
cost effective and comprehensive one-

PlaneSense® colors, being the culmination of years of preparation. Its large
cabin and exceptionally versatile performance are features greatly anticipated
by our fractional owners. Additionally,
its revolutionary design and manufacturing pedigree will set it apart in day
to day operations, allowing PlaneSense®
to further exceed our commitment to
operational excellence and superior
service.”
André Zimmermann, VP PC-24 at
Pilatus, “I am extremely pleased
that we successfully completed

the fuselage to wing marriage of the
first PC-24 for customer delivery. This
is another very important and significant milestone in the PC-24’s development programme. We are now looking
forward with great anticipation and
tremendous pride to the very first
customer handover later this year when
PlaneSense®will take delivery of their
PC-24 and we witness the entry into
service of our Super Versatile Jet.“
The very first PC-24 will go to the
American fractional aircraft ownership
business instantly after certification,
scheduled during the 4th quarter of 2017.
PlaneSense® currently operates 34 PC-12s
in the USA. It will deploy six PC-24s in
the future, using the Super Versatile Jet.

stop solutions to our customers. We are
very pleased to be adding a new chapter
to our passenger-to-freighter conversion
business in these very promising times.”
GAMECO, the fifth PEMCO conversion partner and third in China, will
join China-based STAECO and TAECO,
Costa Rica-based Coopesa, and Canadabased KF Aerospace to offer conversion
services for PEMCO’s customers. PEMCO
has been converting B737 aircraft in Asia
since 2006, when it delivered the very
first B737-300 converted freighter in
China. PEMCO’s 60-plus customers select
the company’s passenger-to-freighter
conversion for its advanced cargo door
and system, better operating functions,
on-time turnaround, and a track record of
2 million hours of safe, reliable operation.
Andrews added, “We’re committed to
serving our international customers and
are prepared to grow with the rise in
freighter demand in China.”
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Delta Air Lines installed its 500th aircraft with
seat-back screens

D

elta Air Lines, Inc., a major
American airline, equipped
its 500th aircraft with seat-back
entertainment, allowing more
customers than ever to experience free
in-flight entertainment on Delta Studio.
“Delta offers customers more aircraft
with seatback entertainment than any
airline in the world,” said Tim Mapes,
Delta’s senior vice president and chief
marketing officer. “Providing customers
with more choice within their on-board
experience sets Delta apart and is
another example of Delta listening and
responding with new product innovation.”
“Customers tell us that investing in
entertainment – whether it’s adding
more seat-back screens, offering free
entertainment or expanding High-Speed
Wi-Fi – is important, so we will continue
leading the industry in making these enhancements on board,” Mapes said. “We
recognize that Delta customers multitask, using multiple screens throughout
their day, and want to provide choice
and flexibility for them to decide how
they want to spend their time inflight.”

Delta Studio constantly offers the
finest depth and breadth of content in
the skies, from its lineup of best picture
nominees during awards season to having nearly all the top-grossing recent
box office hits in its collection. The inflight entertainment system at present
provides:
• Up to 300 movies, including more
than 100 foreign titles
• 750 TV shows
• 2,000 songs
• Up to 18 channels of live satellite TV
on select aircraft
• A selection of games on aircraft with
seat-back entertainment systems
Delta has partnership with most of
the chief movie studios and adds fresh

content monthly. There is also a broad
variety of native language content, as
well as subtitled and dubbed content,
available in a multitude of languages,
including Japanese, Mandarin Chinese,
Portuguese and Spanish.
This improvement is part of the airline’s multi-billion dollar investment in
the customer experience that includes a
cabin renovation programme featuring
new seats, seatback entertainment systems with free entertainment, access to
Wi-Fi on nearly all flights, free Main Cabin meals on select coast-to-coast flights,
upgraded free Main Cabin snacks, chefcurated meals and a seasonal wine program in Delta One, an Alessi-designed
collection of serviceware, LSTN noisecanceling headphones and more.
Delta has also made major investments in the customer experience on the
ground, in addition to plans to add nearly
250 new aircraft to its fleet in coming
years. These include new Delta Sky Club
locations in Denver, Atlanta, and Seattle,
and Club renovations in Nashville, Dallas,
Newark, and Minneapolis-St. Paul, airport
enhancement programmes in Atlanta,
Los Angeles, New York and Salt Lake City,
and the testing and implementation of a
better boarding process in Atlanta.

Elbit Systems exhibits remote simulation via
cloud services

E

lbit Systems, an Israel-based
international defence electronics
company completed the first phase
of a next generation development by
connecting two air training simulators, in
remote locations, through a cloud-based
simulation environment by offering a
common Synthetic Natural Environment
(SNE).
The company developed the capability to
connect simulators through a safe simulation cloud, using regular protocols, to offer
simulation and information services.
The air training solution was developed
leveraging on the success of a customerfunded R&D project, where two different
types of simulators were linked using
cloud-based services. The project demonstrated the ability to link different training
devices within the same synthetic environment and highlighted the utility of
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next generation cloud-based simulation.
The current capability facilitates a ‘commonality of services’ where connected
trainers use common services and standard protocols to consume services from
the secure cloud by designing the simulation federation environment. It presently
allows two devices (in this instance more
than 50 km apart) to work together within
the private cloud based synthetic environment in real time, in addition to a role
player station that enables a man in the
loop.
Elbit Systems explained that the networked simulation devices flew at the
same time to carry out the components of
air missions that would take place within
their SkyBreakerTM Mission Training
Centre.
The next phase of the development
programme is planned to include existing

platform cockpits at Mission Training Centre (MTC), supplied by Elbit Systems.
Yoram Shmuely, general manager of Elbit
Systems’ Aerospace Division commented,
“This is a very exciting development of
our synthetic training capability that will
allow multiple devices, of different types
and in different locations, to take part in
collective training within a Cyber-assured
and secure cloud-based environment. We
will continue to invest in this next-generation training which we see as an integral
part of the training capability of the future
for our customers”.
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Dassault to showcase its Falcon 8X at CIBAS 2017

T

he Falcon 8X, Dassault’s newest
business jet in the ultra-long range
class will be showcased at the Beijing
International Business Aviation Show
(CIBAS) being held from 11th July to the
13th July 2017 at Flight Inspection Center
of CAAC in Beijing, China.
Since entering into service last year,
the 6,450 nm/11,945 km trijet has been
delivered to operators in markets around
the world, including the United States,
Europe, Russia, the Middle East and India.
“The Falcon 8X offers the range and
airport performance to connect our
Chinese customers with business hubs
throughout Europe, North America and
Africa, which is of primary importance
here,” said Eric Trappier, Chairman
and CEO of Dassault Aviation. “And the
feedback on our new flagship has been
universally positive, especially cabin
noise levels, which make it the quietest
aircraft in its class.”
With eight passengers and three crew
members, the Falcon 8X is capable of
connecting Beijing with New York,
Hong Kong with London and Shanghai
with Los Angeles. The aircraft features a
cabin 1.88 m (6 ft 2 in) high, 2.34 m (7 ft
8 in) wide and 13 m (42 ft 8 in) long and
provides customers the most assorted
selection of cabin layouts on the market
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more than 30 configurations in all. Three
galley sizes are available two with a
crew-rest option along with a broad
selection of passenger seating areas of
varying lengths capable of supporting
different lavatory layouts, including one
with a shower.
In the first six months the Falcon 8X
has been in service, operational capability has been constantly upgraded, lately
through innovative approvals covering
flight in harsh crosswind conditions (up
to 30 knots) and operation at London
City Airport, one of the world’s most
restrictive airfields.
The 8X has also been qualified with
new equipment and service options that
yet further expand its flight capabilities.
These include:
• Dassault’s revolutionary FalconEye
Combined Vision System, the first
head-up display (HUD) system in business aviation to combine synthetic and
improved vision capabilities in a single
view. Besides ensuring increased situational awareness in all conditions of
operation, day and night, FalconEye will
yield significant operational enhancements, including a 100-ft decision
height, a feature which is planned to
be certified next year. Almost all Falcon
8X customers have signed up to use the

FalconEye HUD;
• Falcon Sphere II integrated electronic
flight bag solutions. Delivered with a
lightweight, ultra-thin, portable display
and a vast array of new app functionalities, including Weight and Balance
Module, Electronic Cruise Computation
and Falcon Performance, Falcon Sphere
II greatly reduces the time and effort
needed to prepare, manage and restitute
business jet missions and moves operators even closer to the truly paperless
cockpit;
• The new JetWave high-speed broadband antenna, which enables passengers to surf the internet, stream videos
or videoconference, over land or over
water, as if they were in their office or
at home, using Inmarsat’s Global Xpress
Ka-band satellite network.
Furthermore, the Beijing Red Cross
Emergency Medical Center (999) will also
exhibit a Falcon 2000LX in medevac configuration. The 999 aircraft is equipped
with a full medevac kit suitable for any
type of emergency evacuation mission,
including treatment of endemics like
the Ebola virus. It can also accommodate
special devices like defibrillators electrocardiographs, echographs, a blood bank
and an ECMO (Extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation) unit.
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Executive Focus
StandardAero appoints Allan Noble as
MRO Sales Manager for EMEA

A

llan Noble will serve as StandardAero’s M250 and RR300 helicopter
engine MRO Sales Manager for Europe,
Africa, and the Middle East. Noble has an
experience of over 30 years of Helicopter
industry MRO experience with the last
21 years at H+S Aviation Limited. Noble
brings vast knowledge of the M250 product line, backed up with years of military
engineering experience. In his new role,
Noble will expand StandardAero’s reach
in the M250 /RR300 market and help
offer customers with full worldwide
support in this region.

R

Allan Noble, MRO Sales Manager,
EMEA, StandardAero

SITA names Sergio Colella as President
for Europe

S

ITA, a multinational information technology company has appointed
Sergio Colella as President, Europe, responsible for driving a refocused
strategic direction for the region. Reporting to CEO Barbara Dalibard, he will
be based in Geneva, Switzerland and will be part of the Executive Team.
Colella formerly worked in HP where he was the cice president and general manager of HP Enterprise Services EMEA Prior to joining HP, Sergio was
with Accenture, where he was Managing Partner in charge of the Automotive, Industrial Equipment, Infrastructure and Transportation practice for
Europe & Latin America (EALA). He began his career in 1988 as management consultant at Accenture, where he held a variety of leadership positions.
Sergio comes to SITA with a broad background in managing complex, large scale
international IT transformations within
leading companies in numerous industrial
sectors in Europe.
Barbara Dalibard, CEO of SITA, said, “As
we reshape SITA it is important that we
inject, where appropriate, new talent with
new perspectives to fuel our future success. Sergio brings a wealth of experience
in managing large IT transformation projects. His enthusiasm and fresh views will
be important in driving the next phase of
SITA’s growth.”
Sergio Colella said, “When talking about
a truly global footprint and industry differentiated services, SITA offers a remarkable value proposition for its customers
across the air transport industry. I am
excited to be joining SITA and delighted to
help steer our company in this new phase
Sergio Colella, President,
of growth.”
Europe, SITA
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Rolls-Royce names Barney
Wyld as Director, Corporate
Affairs

olls-Royce has appointed Barney Wyld
as Director, Corporate Affairs. Barney
will join Rolls-Royce later this year in a
new enhanced role.
Barney is presently Group Director,
Corporate Communications at Network
Rail. He is responsible for all internal and
external communications, public affairs
and community contact and relations.
Barney joined Network Rail from Unilever
where he was Global Vice President, Communications. He was initially responsible
for global media relations and digital
channels and, after that, global employee
engagement and stakeholder campaigns.
Barney began his career as a speechwriter
for a frontbench MP in the UK parliament.
The appointment follows the decision
of Peter Morgan, Director of Corporate Affairs, to leave the Group after eight years.
Warren East, chief executive, said, “RollsRoyce has transformed considerably and
although we have a great deal more to do
I would like to thank Peter for his tireless
effort and expert guidance and we wish
him all the best. Realising our ambition
to become a highly trusted, more resilient
company will require further business
transformation, alongside cultural and
behavioural changes, and I am delighted
to welcome Barney to help us as we continue on this journey.”
Ben Story, Rolls-Royce, Strategic Marketing Director, added, “We have already
brought Corporate Affairs together as a
global function and are now incorporating Government Relations. Barney has
a great track record of leading corporate
affairs teams and defining and delivering
communications strategies for large organisations. We are really looking forward to
welcoming him.”

Barney Wyld, Director,
Corporate Affairs,
Rolls-Royce
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Horizon Air elects George Knobloch as new vice
president of maintenance and engineering

H

orizon Air, a subsidiary of Alaska
Air Group has selected George Knobloch as vice president of maintenance
and engineering, effective immediately.
Knobloch will oversee maintenance and
engineering operations at the airlines’
six maintenance facilities and a team
of more than 400 employees. Knobloch
will be based in Portland, Horizon Air’s
maintenance
and engineering hub.
“George is
an outstanding leader
with an
excellent
vision for our
maintenance
George Knobloch, Vice
program. His
President, Maintenance and
Engineering, Horizon Air
attention to

the safety of our guests and teammates
will continue to be an asset in this role,”
said David Campbell, president and CEO
of Horizon Air.
Knobloch joined Alaska Air Group
in 2002 as the manager of line operations for Alaska Airlines in Seattle,
Washington. Since joining the Air
Group, he has held various positions
of increasing responsibility, including
director of maintenance operations
and outstations, with responsibility
for Alaska Airlines’ staffed stations;
maintenance control; technical training; and contract maintenance providers in the United States, Canada and
Mexico. Lately he served as managing
director of maintenance and engineering at Horizon Air. While in this role,
Knobloch held the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) required posi-

Mark Ozenick named as President of Dassault
Aircraft Services
Mark Ozenick has been appointed
as President of Dassault Aircraft Services (DAS). Ozenick will administer
DAS operations in North, South and
Central America and will be responsible for uplifting the DAS brand
and optimising service to Falcon
operators within the region. Ozenick
will report to Geoff Chick, Senior
Vice President, Customer Service at
Dassault Falcon Jet.
“Mark brings extensive industry
experience to DAS and has a proven
commitment to providing a superior
customer experience and best-inclass quality of service while maximizing customer satisfaction,” said
Geoff Chick, senior vice president of
Customer Service at Dassault Falcon
Jet. “Mark’s broad expertise in customer and operational support will
undoubtedly serve him extremely
well in this role.”
Ozenick has nearly four decades of
experience to his new leadership position at Dassault Aircraft Services.
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He has led cultural change initiatives as a C-Level operating executive in business and military aircraft
flight operations and within the
aerospace maintenance, repair and
overhaul sectors. He was the founding President and CEO of HeliFlite
Shares and lately he was co-founder
and member of the board of HeliFlite Aviation Services. Prior to that,
he served in numerous operating
executive and C-level executive roles
in the aviation services industry.
He has large experience within
the MR&O industry and also held
positions in operational improvement advisory services
and
within the investment banking
industry.
Mark Ozenick,
President, Dassault
Aircraft Services
(DAS)

tion of director of maintenance on the
airline’s operating certificate.
Prior to joining Alaska Air Group, he
worked for U.S. Airways as a technical instructor before serving as line
maintenance manager in San Diego, Los
Angeles and Boston. While there, he also
received several awards from the FAA in
support of FAA flight standards safety
programme and the FAA aviation education programme.
Knobloch retired from the U.S. Navy
Reserve as a command master chief
after a 30-year career serving in a leadership capacity with several aviation commands across the country and overseas.
During his time with the U.S. Navy, he
maintained different types of military
aircraft including H3 helicopters, A4
fighters, F18 fighters, C130 and C9 cargo
aircraft.

SR Technics appoints Jianfeng
Hu as Deputy CEO and Yujie
Zheng as Deputy CFO

S

R Technics, a world leading MRO service provider, has appointed Jianfeng
(Jeff) Hu as Deputy CEO and Yujie (Jessy)
Zheng as Deputy CFO. The Deputy CEO
will be reporting directly to the CEO and
the Deputy CFO to the CFO.
Jianfeng Hu has a broad experience
in aviation maintenance and aircraft
engineering, and earlier he served as vice
president of Tianjin Airlines, an airline
headquartered in Tianjin Binhai International Airport passenger terminal building, Dongli District, Tianjin. Yujie Zheng
joins SR Technics from the Grand China
Aviation Maintenance Corporation, where
she was the company’s CFO.
Jeremy Remacha, SR Technics CEO, said,
“I am delighted to welcome Jeff and Jessy
to SR Technics and further strengthen our
Leadership Team. Both bring a wealth of
experience in the aviation industry which
will be a great asset in developing our
business further. On behalf of the Leadership Team, I would like to wish Jeff and
Jessy all the best in their new roles.”
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International Even ts
EVENT

DATE

venue

Flight Location&Data Recovery China
Conference 2017

24th - 25th Aug 2017

Beijing, China

Aviation Expo China 2017

12th - 15th Sept 2017
19-22, Sept 2017

NBAA Business Aviation Convention &
Exhibition (NBAA-BACE)

10-12, October 2017

MRO Asia-Pacific

31 October 2, November 2017

Dubai Air Show

12 -16, November 2017
23-24, January 2018
6-11, February 2018

Singapore
Shanghai, China
Las Vegas Convention Center Henderson
Executive Airport Las Vegas, NV
Singapore Expo Convention and Exhibition
Centre, Singapore
DWC, Dubai Airshow Site
Dubai World Trade Centre Dubai, UAE
Changi Exhibition Centre

RAT Summit 2017

MRO Middle East
Singapore Air Show
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